Dance Styles - Word Search

Find all the types of dances in this word search including ballet, salsa, and more. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, with no backwards.

L E B G T A N G O U
I L E H S K A A R M
N I L J I V E E U C
D N L A Z O U K M H
Y E Y Z I M A M B O
H A D Z Z U M B A U
O K I Z O M B A L S
P T S A M B A E L E
A A C S A L S A E V
E P O W A L T Z T T

BALLET JAZZ LINE SAMBA WALTZ
BELLY JIVE MAMBO SKA ZOUK
DISCO KIZOMBA RUMBA TANGO ZUMBA
HOUSE LINDYHOP SALSA TAP
Dance Styles - Word Search

Find all the types of dances in this word search including Latin, cha-cha, and more. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, with no backwards.

L B T A N G O
I L E S K A R
N I L J I V E U
D N L A Z O U K M H
Y E Y Z M A M B O
H D Z Z U M B A U
O K I Z O M B A L S
P T S A M B A L E
A C S A L S A E
P O W A L T Z T

BALLET JAZZ LINE SAMBA WALTZ
BELLY JIVE MAMBO SKA ZOUK
DISCO KIZOMBA RUMBA TANGO ZUMBA
HOUSE LINDYHOP SALSA TAP
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